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Summary: 
A US tech company is advertising for a linguist proficient in Australian English to help 
develop voice recognition software for Australian users. 

Interviewee(s) 
• Professor Roly Sussex, University of Queensland  
• Doctor Simon Musgrave, Monash University 

 
 
 
KEY WORDS 

Below is a list of words which appear in the report - can you match the words with their correct 
definition? Use a dictionary to help you if you aren’t sure. 
 
attitude, opinion, point of view  
Australian slang for girl or woman  
comprehend, find the meaning of 
something, interpret 

 

cultured, educated  
details, particulars, features, 
characteristics 

 

general agreement  
make acceptable  
man  
noticeable and strong  
noticeable, conspicuous, striking, 
distinct 

 

noticeably, markedly, significantly  
present, create  
take on  

 

 intricacies of an accent (n) 
 expand dramatically (adv) 
 bloke (n) 
 sheila (n) 
 adopt an accent (v) 
 pose a challenge (v) 
 his stance (n) 
 cultivated speaker (adj) 
 broad speaker (adj) 
 consensus position (n) 
 pronounced variation (adj) 
 decipher (v) 
 sanitised (adj) 
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SUMMARY 
 
A US tech company is advertising for a linguist proficient in Australian English to help develop voice 
recognition software for Australian users. 
 
 
 
FOCUS QUESTIONS  

 
Ø How are voice recognition systems being used these days? 
Ø Why do big US tech companies want to develop voice recognition software for the Australian accent? 

Do you think this would be easy to develop? 
Ø Do accents in Australia differ much? 
Ø Linguists have identified three main accents in Australia: cultivated / educated, general and broad. 

How do they vary? 
Ø Professor Roly Sussex says Australians using the kind of software being developed might have to 

learn, at least at the start, to speak a somewhat sanitised, general type of English in order to 
communicate with their devices. What does he mean? 

 
 
LISTENING 
 
After listening to the report, try to answer the following questions 
 
• Which US tech company is advertising for a linguist proficient in Australian English? 

………………………………………. 
 

• Which US tech company has already adopted an Australian accent for their voice recognition 
software? ………………………………………. 

  
• Professor Roly Sussex thinks it is pretty easy to develop voice recognition software for Australian 

accents because there is very little variation.  T  /  F 
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COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS 
 
Before listening to the report again, try to answer the following questions 
 
 
1. Amazon’s voice recognition device allows users to do what? 

……………………………………….………………………………………. 
 
2. What does Roly Sussex say will be the main challenge when it comes to developing voice 

recognition software for Australian accents?  
a. Variations in vowel sounds                b. Variations in consonant sounds 
 

3. Roly Sussex also says the voice recognition software being developed needs to know about flapping 
which describes how the T sound in a word like butter changes to a ……………………… 
 

4. In Australia, what are some basic words which differ in sound from state to state? 
……………………………………….………………………………………. 

 
5. Doctor Simon Musgrave believes Australian accents are more connected by … 

a. geography.               b. upbringing and education. 
 
6. Roly Sussex believes another challenge will be deciphering the accents of people from 

……………………………………….………………………………………. 
 

7. What did the figure 240 refer to? ……………………………………….………………………………………. 
 
8. What are some examples of the different types of English spoken in Australia? 

……………………………………….………………………………………. 
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CLOZE 
 
Use the words to complete the sentences  
 
The form of the word may need to be changed 
 
 

intricacy                   dramatically                   bloke                   adopt 
pose                   stance                   cultivated                   broad 

consensus                   pronounced                   decipher                   sanitised 

 
 
1. At the staff meeting, the manager ……………………….……………………a very serious tone when discussing 

the financial problems the company faced and how large cuts to its workforce in the future were a 
very real possibility. 

2. Few of the students were aware of just how ……………………….……………………their teacher was. He could 
speak 7 languages and had completed 3 university degrees. 

3. In the late 18th century, there were more than 250 distinct Aboriginal languages spoken in Australia. 
But since then, there has been a ……………………….……………………decrease in the number of those 
languages being used on a daily basis. 

4. Many people are not overly concerned about climate change because they don't think it 
……………………….……………………an immediate threat to their lives. 

5. The country had a very strict censorship policy and only ……………………….……………………versions of films 
and TV programmes which contained nudity could be shown to the public.  

6. The film was very entertaining but it was quite difficult to ……………………….……………………what it was all 
about. 

7. The French exchange student could understand most people quite well in the town where she was 
staying. But when she travelled up to the northern part of England, the accent was very 
……………………….……………………and she thought they must have been speaking a different language.   

8. The manager was quite serious and strict at work. But those employees who knew him outside of 
work described him as a very nice ……………………….……………………with a great sense of humour. 

9. The politician, who was previously opposed to euthanasia, said her ……………………….……………………on 
the issue had changed after watching the horrible suffering her father went through before he 
eventually died of cancer.  

10. There had been a ……………………….……………………increase in the number of overseas students studying 
at the country’s universities. 

11. There was a growing ……………………….……………………among the public that same sex marriage should 
be legalized. 

12. While most people unfamiliar with cricket can get a pretty good idea of the rules after a short 
explanation, understanding the ……………………….……………………of the game takes a lot of time.  
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ANSWERS 
 
• Amazon 
• F  
• Google 
 
 
 

1. Get the weather, stream music and purchase items 
2. Variations in vowel sounds                 
3. D  
4. demand, castle, pool, school, cool 
5. upbringing and education 
6. a non-English speaking background 
7. Number of languages spoken in Australia  
8. Greek English, Aboriginal English 
 

  
attitude, opinion, point of view stance 
Australian slang for girl or woman sheila 
comprehend, find the meaning of something, interpret decipher 
cultured, educated cultivated 
details, particulars, features, characteristics intricacy 
general agreement consensus 
make acceptable sanitised 
man bloke 
noticeable and strong broad 
noticeable, conspicuous, striking, distinct pronounced 
noticeably, markedly, significantly dramatically 
present, create pose 
take on adopt 
 
1. At the staff meeting, the manager adopted a very serious tone when discussing the financial 

problems the company faced and how large cuts to its workforce in the future were a very real 
possibility. 

2. Few of the students were aware of just how cultivated their teacher was. He could speak 7 
languages and had completed 3 university degrees. 

3. In the late 18th century, there were more than 250 distinct Aboriginal languages spoken in Australia. 
But since then, there has been a dramatic decrease in the number of those languages being used 
on a daily basis. 

4. Many people are not overly concerned about climate change because they don't think it poses an 
immediate threat to their lives. 

5. The country had a very strict censorship policy and only sanitised versions of films and TV 
programmes which contained nudity could be shown to the public.  

6. The film was very entertaining but it was quite difficult to decipher what it was all about. 
7. The French exchange student could understand most people quite well in the town where she was 

staying. But when she travelled up to the northern part of England, the accent was very broad and 
she thought they must have been speaking a different language.   

8. The manager was quite serious and strict at work. But those employees who knew him outside of 
work described him as a very nice bloke with a great sense of humour. 

9. The politician, who was previously opposed to euthanasia, said her stance on the issue had 
changed after watching the horrible suffering her father went through before he eventually died of 
cancer.  

10. There had been a pronounced increase in the number of overseas students studying at the 
country’s universities. 

11. There was a growing consensus among the public that same sex marriage should be legalized. 
12. While most people unfamiliar with cricket can get a pretty good idea of the rules after a short 

explanation, understanding the intricacies of the game takes a lot of time.  
 


